
 

 
Abstract— This paper presents a Scalable-Delay-Insensitive 

(SDI) optimization which is an approach to implement 
asynchronous control circuits described in Signal Transition 
Graph (STG). This SDI circuits can be guaranteed their 
correct operations in the specified orders of signal transition.  
According to our method, we can reduce the overhead from the 
original STG without affected properties, such as complete 
state coding (CSC), persistency and consistency. 

 
Index Terms—Signal Transition Graph (STG), Logic Synthesis, 
Asynchronous Control Circuits, Scalable-Delay-Insensitive 
Model (SDI model)  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Unbounded Gate and Wire Delay models play an 

essential role in concurrent circuit design. The 
Asynchronous circuit is determined that all the signal 
transitions need their causal relations with each other. This 
property can guarantee the completion of signal transition 
which can be protected to incorrect circuit operation. On the 
other hand, if the asynchronous design based on delay 
model is too optimistic such as gambling on fixed or no 
delays, it may face to incorrect circuit operations. To solve 
the problem, [1] proposes the quasi-delay-insensitive (QDI) 
model has an “Isochronic-Fork” qualification but it is 
required additional signals or circuits to generate the 
completion of signals. Consequently the circuits become big 
and complex. SDI (Scalable-Delay-Insensitive Model) is 
developed from QDI [2] which assumes the relative delay 
ratio between any two components is bounded [3]. In the 
other word, it is significant that the one of signal transition 
which is completely changed before another signal by fan-
out branch since it do not need a circuit to detect the 
completion signal. 

However, the previous researches were investigated only 
Asynchronous Combination Circuits based on SDI model 
[4]. In this paper we propose an expansion, SDI 
optimization for synthesis asynchronous control circuit 
based on SDI model using Signal Transition Graph (STG). 
Our method focuses on the STG by relieving causal 
relations in a certain assumption. As the result, the SDI 
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circuits become simplified but also operate correctly. 
However, STG need to be checked its properties at first as 
shown in fig.1. Otherwise STG cannot do SDI optimization. 
Then, the circuit Implementation based on S.Park method 
which is used on [4]. Experimental results are shown the 
improvements in terms of area and the number of non-
primary input signal. The paper is organized in the 
following way. Section ΙΙ discusses some basic concepts of 
STGs. In section ΙΙΙ, we define Signal Transition Graph and 
Concurrent transition Model. Section IV discusses about our 
SDI optimization. Sections V discusses about the impact of 
STG properties from the SDI optimization. Experimental 
results and conclusions are given in Sections VI and VII, 
respectively. 

 

 

Fig.1. Design flow for SDI optimization 

II. SIGNAL TRANSITION GRAPH   
A design of Asynchronous circuits is described the 

characteristic by Signal Transition Graph (STG) [4], [5]. As 
the fig.3 shown, The signal transition is represented to 
vertices in which rising and falling transitions of the signals, 
respectively denoted by x+ and x- of signal x. x* denote 
transition of signal x either x+ or x-.The causal relation 
between signals is represented to arc which a transition y+ 
precedes a transition x- (i.e. y+→x-) .This relation is also 
called order relation. The two signal transitions are 
conducted the coincident signals on STG, is represented to 
concurrent relation (i.e. y +|| z+, y-||z-) means that y* and z* 
are fire simultaneously or y* is fired before z* or in vice 
versa. Primary input signal is denoted the signal transition 
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with underline (i.e. y*) .However, non-primary input is 
denoted the signal transition without underline (i.e. x*).The 
marking or place (●) is interpreted as enabled signal 
transitions. 

 
 

Fig.2. Simple STG 
 

In this paper, we focus on three important properties of 
STG logic implementation as show below  

 
-- Complete State Coding (CSC), an STG is said to be 

CSC if, every signal transition is produced the different 
binary code. 

-- Consistency, an STG is consistent if, the signal 
transition is not risen or failed more than one time. 

-- Persistency, an STG is persistent if, the signals are 
enabled in each other. 

 

III. SCALABLE-DELAY-INSENSITIVE MODEL AND 
CONCURRENT TRANSITION MODEL  

A. Scalable-Delay-Insensitive Model  
Scalable Delay Insensitive model refers to a gate or an 

interconnection wire between two gates as shown in Fig.3, 
Both t1 and t2 can be caused by t0 but relative ratio between 
any two Components (Paths) is bounded by given K factor. 

 
Fig.3. SDI Modeling 

 
SDI model is given definition as below [7]; consider a 

component C in a circuit. Let De denote the delay that is 
estimated for C by the designer at design phase, and Da 
denote a delay that actually occurs for C at a specific time t 
during the system’s lifetime. Ratio R = Da/De is referred to 
as the scaling ratio at time t for component C.  Next, 
consider any two components C1 and C2 in the circuit. Let 
R1and R2 denote the scaling ratios at time t for C1and C2, 
respectively. Ratio V = R2/R1 is referred to as the scaling 
variation at time t between C1and C2. Then, the SDI model 
assumes that the scaling variation V between any two 
components is bounded, that is 1/K ≤V ≤K, though the 
system’s lifetime, where K is a constant such that K > 1. 
Constant K is called the variation factor. An SDI circuit 
operates correctly on this model with the variation factor K 
appropriately specified. In addition to the SDI Modeling, 

asynchronous control circuits can be modelized as shown in 
fig.4, t0 is caused to t1 and t2. t1 denote a non-primary input 
signal. t2 denote a primary input. SDI model operate by 
handshaking between system and environment. The delay of 
primary input is included the delay from environment (i.e. 
D2), which is unknown bounded delay exactly. In this study 
is assumed that primary input is slower than non-primary 
input when asynchronous control circuit is took its input 
from primary input and non-primary input. Let D2e denote 
the estimate delay for primary input and D1e denotes and 
the estimate delay for non-primary input. Therefore, if we 
rewrite the inequality of SDI model between two type of 
signals which the estimate delay is D1e < D2e and given the 
K value for guarantees to actual delay. There are expressed 
as: K•D1e < D2e and then actual delay will be D1a < D2a, 
i.e. non-primary input precedes primary input. However, 
SDI implementation is interpreted as STG characteristic by 
Concurrent Transition Model to do the SDI optimization as 
shown in fig.5  

  

 
Fig.4. SDI Implementation 

 

B. Concurrent Transition Model  
Fig.5, Concurrent transition model is defined as a set of 

parent signal and concurrency between primary input signals 
and non-primary input signals. This work is specified to 
non-primary signals precede primary signals by K factor but 
is not estimated the each delay of the device in advance. 

 

 
 

Fig.5. STG based on SDI Implementation 
 

-- Parent transition signal denotes Tparent, which is v ≝ 
v→ (•ei ∪ei•).  
 -- Children transition signal denote ei, which is primary 
input signal or non-primary input signal.  
 -- Tnon-primary input denotes enp, thus the set of enp(n) is 
{enp(0), enp(1),… enp(n+1) | n = 0,1,…,n+1}. 
 -- Tprimary input denotes ep, thus the set of ep(n) is {ep(0), 
ep(1),… ep(n+1) | n = 0,1,…,n+1}. 

IV. SDI OPTIMIZATION 
In this section, we describe how SDI optimization is 

modified the path signal from the STG based on bounded 
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delay by SDI Optimization which consists of three steps: 
First step is determination beginning signal of the STG, 
Second step is STG reduction pattern based on SDI and 
third step is the heuristics used to repair STG as described in 
the following; 

A. Determination of an initial signal of STG 
Determine the signal be the parent transition in which the 

concurrent transition Model is guaranteed the delay between 
two signals by K factor. This is described in following 
Algorithm Ι:  

 
Algorithm Ι 

 
Input Original STG  
Output Concurrent Transition Model 
   Do define initial parent signal transition(v)  
     Then  estimate delay for ei by K factor 
     if [ei ∋ (enp(n) || ep(n))]  
             Concurrent Transition Model 
     else define the new parent transition (v´) 
           

 

B. STG reduction pattern based on SDI 
STG Reduction pattern based on SDI is reduced the slower 

signal that estimate from Concurrent Transition Model. 
Since, it was be lost the causal relation, to replenish with 
this relation by adding the new signal. This can be divided 
into two main categories as relation on primary input signal 
and non-primary input signal which is simultaneously fired.  

1) Primary input signal is concurrent to non-primary input 
signal: This is described in Algorithm ΙΙ and given as 
procedure example shown in fig.6 (a) original STG (b) STG 
on reduction pattern 

 
Algorithm ΙΙ 

 
Input Concurrent Transition Model 
Output STG reduction pattern  
  while Concurrent Transition Model  
   if [ v(v´) → ei |ei ∈ set of {enp || ep}] 

 Then(1) reduce arc is set of {( v(v´),ep ) | 
v(v´) →  ep } ≡ { v(v´) - ep } 

               Then(2) add arc is set of {(enp,ep)|enp → ep }  
              Then(3)  Let enp ∶= v´ 
           
     return (v´ ∈ Concurrent Transition Model) 
 

 

 
Fig.6 STG (a) initial (b) SDI Optimization 

 2) Primary input signals are concurrent to non-primary 
signals: The sum of any signals which is over or equal other 
signals would result in Algorithm ΙΙΙ and be given a 
procedure example as primary input signals are concurrent 
to non-primary signal which sum of primary input signals 
and non-primary input signals are equal as shown in fig.7. 
Then, primary input signals are concurrent to non-primary 
signal ,the sum of  non-primary input signals are more 
numerous than primary input signal as shown in fig.8  

  
Algorithm ΙΙΙ 

 
Input Concurrent Transition Model  

 Output STG reduction pattern 
    while Concurrent Transition Model 
              if [ v(v´) → ei | ei ∋ (enp(n) || ep(n)) ∧ ei ∋#∑enp(n) 

≠ #∑ep(n)) , n = 0,1,..,n+1]  
                     or 
                  [ v(v´) → ei | ei ∋ (enp(n) || ep(n)) ∧ei ∋ (#∑enp(n) 

= #∑ep(n)) , n = 0,1,..,n+1] 
                       Then(1) reduce arc is set of {( v(v´),∀ep ) 

| v(v´) →  ep } ≡ { v(v´) - ep }   
                       Then(2) add arc is set of {(∀enp ,∀ep) | 

enp → ep } 
                       Then(3) Let enp(n) ∶= v´ 
                  
            return (v´ ∈ Concurrent Transition Model) 
 

 

 
 

Fig.7 STG (a) initial (b) SDI Optimization and (c) Final 
SDI Optimization 
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Fig.8 STG (a) initial (b) SDI Optimization and (c) Final 

SDI Optimization  
 

C. The repairing STG  
Since adding the new signal for handle the causal relation 

that it may be made the redundant signal on a part of STG. 
There is reduced the arc whether the signal transition path is 
minimization path from parent transition than another for 
the circuit speed might not be get slower. According to [8], 
the STG is behavior that x+ and y- are concurrent and both 
are caused by z- signal transition to fire in the original STG    
as shown in fig.9(a). The adding arc of causal relation 
between z- and y- is caused by Algorithm ΙΙ or Algorithm ΙΙΙ 
(i.e. z-→y-). Since, we have to estimate the path from z- to 
x+. In this case, we can divide into two main paths.  The first 
path is interleaved as z-→ y-→x+. The second path is ordered 
as z-→x+. Therefore, there is the shorter path than the first 
past which is reduced. 

 

 
 

Fig.9 The part of STG (a) Estimate minimization path (b) 
Reduction the shorten path. 

 

V. IMPACT OF STG PROPERTIES FROM SDI OPTIMIZATION  
STG properties are avoided an asynchronous circuit from 

hazard and deadlock. The study of SDI optimization was to 
examine whether the reduction and insertion the signal 
transition cannot affect STG properties. Indeed, a meaning 
of concurrent relation is fired simultaneously or one is fired 
before another in vice versa. If an original STG is correctly, 
to transformation STG is be not effect to STG properties. 
This section is described the reason in following the 
properties; 

A. Consistent and Persistent 
STG is persistent thereby it can be consistent; STG is non-

persistent because the signal transition is concurrent to its 
trigger signal transition. STG is non-consistent because 
signal transition is not interleaved to risen signal then failed 
signal. i.e. risen signal is concurrent to failed signal. 
Figure10 (a) signal y+ is a trigger signal of signal a+ while 
signal a+ is concurrent to y-, thus signal a is non-persistent 
signal. This STG cannot be continued SDI optimization. 

Our method is transformed the relation of signal transition 
from concurrent to order. It can avoid to consistent violent 
and persistent violent. 

 

B. Complete State Coding (CSC) 
The actual CSC violation is caused by pair {x+,x-} of 

interleaved signal transition x which is concurrent to any 
signal transition as shown in fig.10(a) signal y- is concurrent 
to pair of{z-,z+}. There is indicated the CSC conflict at State 
Graph domain which have the same binary representation as 
shown in fig 10(b). 

 Our method cannot modified the signal transition is a pair 
of interleaved signal transition, if it has this relation a 
precedent SDI Optimization. 

 

Fig.10 non-persistent, non-consistent and CSC violation (a) 
STG (b) State Graph 
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
In this section, we compared a result of STG based on 

SDI Optimization with STG based on QDI. Figure 11 
shows the experimental result of Full Adder circuit at (a) 
STG based on QDI and (b) STG based on SDI 
Optimization. The number of arcs at STG based on SDI 
model might be decrease from STG based on QDI, 
thereby decreasing area of implementation circuit in 
fig.12 (b). Other STG benchmarks which result obtained 
from implementation circuit can be compared area of 
circuit in the Table Ι. The correlation between QDI 
implementation and SDI implementation is interesting 
because the SDI Optimization is effective with signal 
transition which is concurrent relation is cube as shown in 
fig.6(a).This behavior may decrease the arcs than the long 
chain as shown in fig.7(a) and 8(a). 

Our method can only not affect I/O circuit. In the other 
hand, it cannot alternate the input of circuit to another, but 
also not affect the precedent STG properties.   

 

 
 Fig11 (a) STG based on QDI (b) STG based on SDI  

 
 

 
Fig.12 (a) its QDI Implementation (b) its SDI 

Implementation 
 

Table Ι The comparing with QDI Implementation

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
This paper focuses on SDI Optimization for STGs 

which is single cycle signal, and generating a Scalable 

Delay Insensitive circuit. Our method is modified the 
concurrent relation to order relation between primary 
input signal and non-primary input signal by guaranteeing 
K factor.  The results of this study shows that STG might 
be decreased the arcs. Consequently, its implementation 
might be decreased or equal with area. 

Regarding of the role of SDI optimization, this 
approach will be a great help in STG conflict solution. In 
the future work, we plan to extend SDI optimization to 
generate logic circuits from STGs with multi-cycle 
signals, and free-choice STGs.  
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